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Abstract:Theseresearchersprofessed that themedia have no power to define national 

identity for people of different ethnicity, but they have a responsibility to sensitize members 

of any given society by fostering a sense of loyalty and social change among them. They 

maintained the fact that governance has the power to moderate a country‟s national interest, 

national security, national identity and public loyalty through a political process that exists in 

transparent motives. They explicated a theory that national identity is a point of convergence 

that signifies national symbols, language and history, national consciousness and cultural 

artifacts and patriotism that is characterized by national pride and positive emotion of love for 

one‟s country.In a precise language, the researchers took a stand that it is the duty of the 

media to connect the government to the governed and to promote national identity issues. 

Then, the issues militating against proper definition and promotion of national identity in 

Nigeria are multifarious and there have been wholly inadequate information on them hence 

there isneed to generate some new ideas in this area of academic discourse. Data were 

collected through content analysis research method. In this method, existing information were 

collected from books, journals, magazines and the Internet. The method involves objective 

analysis, systematic classification and qualitative description of the manifest content of 

communication according to predetermined content categories that are functional, 

manageable and pertinent to the objectives of this study.The study established the fact that it 

is the constitutional right of the governance to define national identity for the citizens, and the 

media are obliged to monitor the activities of those in government while facilitating the 

nation‟s constitutional policy on national identity and national integration, and to disseminate 

information on the outcomes of these activities to sensitize the populace. One of the 

conclusions is that the struggles to form and develop national identity along religious 

diversity in Nigerian society seemed too difficult and the role that religion plays today in 

Nigerian polity contrasts sharply with the role it played in shaping the map of Europe. 
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Introduction 

Man-centered organizational unity, power, and great accomplishments that were based on 

pride and rebellion got destroyed by God through multiplication of languages so that all 

humans could no longer communicate in one language with one another (Genesis 11:4). This 

explains the origin of communication gap among human beings, and the diversity of race and 

language in the world. Some intellectuals and great leaders of the world have come to see 

throughthe logic behindGod‟s principle of multiplication of languages and race diversity as a 

factor that can impede national unity and national identity among ethnic groupings in a 

particular national setting. They broke the rule of this principle by fostering the spirit of 

nationalism among their ethnic groups through wars and conquests. Twoof such leaders: 

Giuseppe Garibaldi and Otto Von Bismarck that have strong spirit of nationalism were found 

in the 19
th

 century Italy and Germany.  

 TheItalian Army General and Nationalist, Giuseppe Maria Garibaldicontributed to the 

Italian unification and creation of the kingdom of Italy. “He formed a political movement that 

consolidated different states of the Italian Peninsula into a single state of the kingdom of Italy 

in the latter part of the 19
th

 century” (Kleis, 2012:57-59). Also, Prince Otto Edward Leopold 

Von Bismarck masterminded German unification. “He caused Germany to transform from a 

loose net of 39 states into the strongest industrial nation of Europe…He developed among 

German speaking peoples a feeling of loyalty towards their country” (Showalter, 1999). 

Using these two concrete examples in which the spirit of nationalism was fostered by wars 

and conquests in Europe one can delve into the concepts and issues of national identity in 

modern society.  

 Before going into such details let us first ask the question, what is national identity? 

This question has been answered differently by different scholars in the past. First it has been 

conceptualized within the context of“a person‟s identity or sense of belonging to his/her state 

or to his/her nation” (Ashmore, Jussim and Wilder (2001). The phrase, National identity, has 

been described further inthe sense of “a nation as a cohesive whole; as represented by 

distinctive traditions, culture, language and politics” (Tajfel and Turner, 1986). It has also 

been referred to as“the subjective feeling one shares with a group of people about a nation, 

regardless of one‟s legal citizen status” (Guibernau, 2004). National identity,as was viewed 

by Lee (2012) in psychological terms, “is an awareness of difference, a feeling and 

recognition of „we’ and „they’.”The scholars are making remarks apposite to the above 

question by implying that national identity is a collective occurrence that can be viewed 

within the context of „collective product‟ through socialization in which beliefs; values, 

assumptions and expectations can be disseminated to a large, heterogeneous and/or 

homogenous group via political governance and mass media channels. National identity can 

be summed up to be a point of convergence that signifies national symbols, language and 

history, national consciousness and cultural artifacts and patriotism that is characterized by 

national pride and positive emotion of love for one‟s country.  

  

Conceptual Clarifications 

There is an obligation to make clear to readers in precise language the two major concepts in 

this study: governance and media. These two terms may mean different things to different 

people within the context of national identity. They, therefore, need to be defined or 

explained so that there is consistency of interpretation.Governance is a process in which 

people in government deal with official document or request by using policy method or legal 

system to lead societies that are consisting of the same or similar body of citizens and/or 

dissimilar or diverse constituency. Governance has the power to moderate a country‟s 
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national interest, national security, national identity and public loyaltythrougha political 

process that exists in transparent motives. According to Bevir (2012), “governance comprises 

all the processes of governing: whether undertaken by the government of a state, by a market 

or by a network over a social system such as family, tribe, organization, territory or across 

territories and whether through the laws, norms, power or language of an organized society.” 

 It relates to “the processes of interaction and decision-making among those that take 

part in any government affair to collectively solve problem that can lead to the creation, 

reinforcement, or reproduction of social norm and institutions” (Hufty, 2011:403-

24).Governance may be defined as an act of ruling by military fiat or act of ruling bypeople 

voted into power through the ballot boxes, who use authoritative direction to control moral 

conduct or behaviour of the electorate. Governance is the act of government in which elected 

political candidates continuously exercise authority over the citizens.  It is a performative act 

in which political entity is classified according to the distribution of power within it. It can 

comprise the body of persons that constitute the governing authority of a political 

organization. It can be contextually describedas a process in which small cabal groupsecretly 

holding the principal political positions of a nation are engaging in artifices and intrigues to 

direct and supervise public affairs. 

 Governancepresupposes different rules, norms and actions that are structured, 

sustained and regulated by the ruling bodythat should be held accountable by the media 

organization. Governance can appear in distinct forms that are driven by diverse motivations 

in order to achieve different results. It is apposite to state that the motivating factors that can 

generate different outcome in nation governance are judicious use of means to accomplish an 

end, consistent management, cohesive policies, guidance, processes and decision rights for a 

given area of responsibility, and proper oversight, accountability and mechanisms that must 

function in a manner that allows the governorates to respect the rights and interest of the 

citizens in a spirit of democracy. In a good democracy there should be prescribed norms of 

how public institutions conduct public affairs and manage public resources. These prescribed 

norms must be justified on the basic principlethat they are conducive to economic ends like 

the eradication of poverty and successful economic development. Surprisingly differentness 

in military and political governance in Nigeria has given a generous allowance of time to 

position governance differently in order to promoteselfish normative ends of rulership.   

 Media are the communication vehicles used to store and disseminate information, 

dataas well as facts and figures to a large, heterogeneous anonymous audience 

simultaneously. The components of media are prints, broadcasting, advertising, cinema, 

publishing and photography. The media have helped to connect myriads of people across the 

globe and they have been used to affect human behaviour. Today, the procedure of 

communication has greatly changed and dispersed in different directions based on the source 

of its sociocultural nuances and effects. For instance, biased towards media acts can affect 

minor religious or ethnic groups in form of racism in the media and religious bias in the 

media.The media must perform some traditional or conventional functions by providing 

information to the entire society on daily basis. Such information may come through news on 

radio, television, newspapers and magazine.  

 The members of the society mostly acquire education, knowledge, skill, and 

understanding through listening to media programmes. The media must keep watch on the 

activities of government and correct uncomplimentary occurrences in the society. It is worthy 

of note that the media have that power to galvanize members of the society to share common 

values and to agree on what constitute acceptable norms. The media have a duty to share 

opinions and thoughts with members of the society through the transmission of tales, lore and 

social norms, songs and artifacts and through the dissemination of message about the 
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preservation of peoples‟ ways of life in terms of dressing and cultural festivals.It is the duty 

of the media to select, evaluate and interpret news with focus on the most significant aspect 

of life rather than over stimulating and over mobilizing the population by using falsehood, 

disinformation, misinformation and propaganda channels. The media can influence the 

thinking of members of the public in taking decision on issues of public importance be it 

politics, economic and social uprightness through the court of public opinion.  

 The media have no power to define national identity for people of different ethnicity, 

but they have a responsibility to sensitize members of such given society by fostering a sense 

of loyalty and social change among them, by arousing in them a great deal of national interest 

andnational loyalty, but great revulsion at the thought of social cruelty, by reassuringthem 

when they are overcome with extreme fear if something goes wrong in the polities of 

governance, and by inducingthem to take mass social action against bad governance. In a 

precise language, it is the duty of the media to connect the government to the governed and to 

promote transparent governance.   

 

Review of Related Works  

There are many scholarly discourses that have connections with this present study. Such 

scholarly conversations include those byGellner (1983), Smith (1998), Akwara, Udaw and 

Onimawo (2013), Inac and Unal (2013), Harttgen and Opfinger (2014), Pin (2014), Ershov 

(2015), Votim (2015), Grosby (2016) and Onyibor (2016). The works of these 

aforementioned scholars will be reviewed herein in order to have a deep understanding of our 

dialogues on the subject: Media, Governance and the Issues of National Identity in Nigeria. 

The works will not be adopted verbatim by these researchers, but some cogent fact derivable 

from them will be used to articulate our findings.   

 Gellner (1983) and Smith (1998) have a courteous difference of emphasis on the issue 

of identity formation. Beside their differences there was an agreement between them that the 

modernism is losing its old system, but they are both not quite sure what new ones will 

replace the old system. According to them, “the great debate in nationalism studies is one 

between the so-called „primordialists‟ and „modernists‟”.   

 Akwara, Udaw and Onimawo (2013) opined that “the main challenge to firmly 

establish democratic governance and economic development in Africa is the incoordination 

of varied ethnic nationalities and bad governance”. They argued that “African nations are not 

coordinated as a result of the internal colonization of some ethnic nationalities by the 

powerful one during indigenous state formation process, and by the external colonization by 

the Arabs and Europeans”. They averred that “the colonization processes did not respect 

ethnic differences in Africa, so some ethnic nationalities were super-imposed over others and 

this is the reasons why most African countries remained multi-ethnic union after 

independence”.  

          They pointed out that “the rise to a search for local and natural identity, and autonomy  

was caused by the need for the dividends of democracy, that is, good governance, political 

stability and economic development, which are absent because of multiplicity of ethnic 

groups, absence of integration, and the superimposition of some ethnic entities over others”.  

According to them, “the search for national identity is posing big problems for legitimacy of 

governance and the realty of the states as the efforts to create national identity are rising high 

in form of armed struggles, formation of ethnic militia, religious and ethnic conflicts and 

terrorisms”. In this vein, they examined the issues of national integration, national identity, 

and the national question in Nigeria and the challenges they posed to national security and 

stable democratic governance. 
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 Inac and Unal (2013) viewed identity politics as “the general framework of today‟s 

world politics”. According to them, “ethnic, sectarian, religious and national identities are 

prominent as the referential points of international politics”. They discovered that “it is not so 

easy to understand what identity is and how national identity can be built in complex social-

political situations”. They argued in this context that “identity is a construction and it is 

formed in accordance with the necessary situation of the existing multi-cultural relationships 

of nationalities”. In line with the above argumentation, they attempted to elaborate the 

transition from the ethnic identities into the national identity to be able to realizing the 

importance of the identity formation mechanism and national building strategies in 

theoretical angles. 

 Harttgen and Opfinger (2014) argued that “social heterogeneity has a detrimental 

effect on national identity”. They proposed that “religious diversity is another form of social 

heterogeneity that can better explicate the formation of national identity”. They constructed 

an index for national identity using information from the world Values survey on peoples‟ 

affection for their nation. They analyzed the relationship between national identity and 

religious diversity and the results suggest that “religious diversity is important and negatively 

related to national identity”. They also found support for previous finding that “ethnic 

diversity does not seem to be related to national identity”. They discovered that “democratic 

institutions and mobility throughout a country are positively related to national identity if 

religious diversity is sufficiently high”. They concluded that “democratic institutions can 

overcome the negative effect of religious diversity on national identity”. 

 Pin (2014) noted that “largely due to the increasing religious and cultural diversity 

resulted from immigration, many European countries have attempted to address the 

relationship between national identity and assimilation of immigrants in similar way while 

emphasizing the human rights that they enforce in their lands as the central part of their own 

national identity”. Pin has viewed this direction as being problematic because “the trend has 

failed to describe the specificities of each state”. He highlighted the difficulties in organizing 

the debate about national identity and he reflected upon the origins of such difficulties. He 

concluded that “these difficulties are derived from a misunderstanding of religious traditions 

and national identity that fails to see the universal self-understanding of religions, seeing 

them as opposed to the universal character of human rights. He urged a reconsideration of the 

roles of universalism and religious and national identities in the study of this human 

endeavour.             

 Ershov (2015) criticized the view that “the Internet is often regarded as a global and 

supranational network while examining the mechanisms for maintaining national identity”.  

He proved that “the ritual use of mass media is steadily decreasing while national discourse 

replaces it”. According to him, “national discourse covers new media that start to resemble 

traditional mass media more and more, including their function of nation building”.  

 Votim (2015) gave the reason why the dispute between modernists and primordialists 

is not resolvable. The reason he gave was that “scholars that focused on the two theoretical 

approaches to the study of national identity place different emphases on different aspects of 

identity formation”.Votim (2015) has also argued that “primordialists‟ nation derives directly 

from prior ethnic grouping that is based on kinship ties and ancient heritage”. He summed up 

that “a nation is an entirely new form of identity and political organization that owes nothing 

to ethnic heritage and everything to the modernism”, andhe concluded that“the length of the 

debate between them fails to offer acceptable account of the formation of national identity”. 

He tried to see where the Albanian national identity takes part while showing how it reacted 

to the waves of social transition? Where it finds itself and what connects it with globalization.  
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 Grosby (2016) examined the relation of the religious universalism of the Catholic 

Church to nationality, patriotism, and the ideology of nationalism. He expected that “there 

should be a tension between monotheism and the existence of nations”, but he discovered 

that“the teachings of the Church are remarkably nuanced while recognizing a natural, 

legitimate attachment to one‟s fatherland or motherland”. He took up in his examination the 

problems of the point of departure in the relation that exists between the Church and 

nationhood, and he straightened the scope of his analysis as well as the historical examples on 

the Kulturkampf of Germany and the church‟s principle of subsidiarity, including the bearing 

on the latter on corporate personality and the development of the individual‟s image of self. 

He preached that “the natural law enjoins citizens to love the country in which they are born, 

in which they are brought up devotedly and to defend it and they must not hesitate to face 

death for their native land…”, he said “the citizens should be bound to love dearly the 

country where they have received the means of engagement that this mortal life affords, but 

they should also have a much more urgent need to love, with ardent love, the Church to 

which they owe the life of their soul, a life that will endure forever”.  

 Onyibor (2016) opined that “Nigeria should have overcome the challenges of national 

identity and crisis integration after attaining a century as a nation on January 2014, but 

myriads of events have shown that this desired is yet to be achieved”. He hammered on an 

example of some of the challenges causing the inability of such attainment on “continuous 

agitation by various ethnic nationalities ranging from militancy in the Niger Delta that has 

metamorphosed into oil bunkering, armed robbery and organized kidnappings that are 

spreading to the south-east and south-west of the country, and to different forms of religious 

fanaticism in the north-east of the country that recently translated into terrorism and 

kidnapping across Nigeria”. He raised a question:  how far Nigeria as a nation state has put 

itself on the part of attaining national identity and integration of its multi-ethnic entities into a 

united nation state? Through methodological approach of historical-logical analysis he 

proffered the existentialist principle of inter-subjectivity that is predicated on some tested 

democratic values such as rule of law, justice, equality, fairness and freedom as remedy for 

achieving national identity and ethnical integration in Nigeria.  

 

Theoretical Postulations  

Two theoretical postulations that are germane to discourse on national interest are Primordial 

Nationalism and Constructivism theories. The purpose of the theory of primordial 

nationalismis basedon historic and basic nature of social activities that serve as the origin of a 

nation. The primordial nationalism theoretical postulations are predicated on four basic 

factors such as: (1) having group oriented people and nations that are a product of these 

people, who are interested in its existence (2) having national identity that is forged by 

common descent, shared language, and a sense of territorial belonging (3) having nations that 

are historical entities and (4) having nationalism that is characterized by deep emotional 

closeness, which looks like the bonds of kinship in which individuals identify with family 

groups, age groups, religious groups, ethnic groups and national communities. Herder (2002) 

and Denby (2005) shared the views on these four basic factors. Herder particularly argued 

that “each nation has a volksgeist culture, which can engender the spirit of the people that 

express themselves through song, myths and legends”. He believed that “culture exist in the 

plural”. This is the main reason why he came up with his principle of cultural relativism in 

which he held on to certain universal criteria for transcultural judgments.  

 Smith (1993) is a primordial nationalism theorist that advocated the continuity with 

the idea of modern nations and pre-modern ethnic communities that he coined in his own 

word as ethnies.He positioned pre-modern ethnic communities as “a model for modern states, 
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and the myth of a common ancestry, significance of historical memories, shared culture, 

attachment to specific territories and element of solidarity as ingredients as basic criteria to 

attaining nationalism”.  He professed three processes of ethno-national as basicity for 

transformation from pre-modern ethnic to ethnic nation. Smith‟s three ethno-national 

processes include: (1) vernacular mobilization in which indigenous traditions, customs, 

symbols and languages are mustered by the ethnic intellectuals (2) cultural politicization 

where the community‟s cultural inheritance is expound as a political support in which what 

used to be referred to as traditions translated into weapons used in engaging cultural war 

against those who do not belong to the community (3) ethnic purification, which is an 

outcome of the aforementioned processes. It begins with using vernacular for cultural 

politicization in order to sanctify the political culture and preserve it by keeping it away from 

unwanted clout. 

 The constructivism theory depicts nationalism as “an assertion that constitutes 

political, social and economic agenda with the aim of gaining and using state authority”. The 

theorists assumed that “feeling of loyalty and pride for one‟s country can exist in states where 

notion of nation is used; in a situation where the interests of the nation are subdued to take 

antecedent over all other interests and where the nation has full autonomy”. The theorists 

believed that “leadership by one person with total power can exist in a nation where there is 

no separation between cultural and political life”. It is postulated that “to gain political power, 

the political nationalism must adopt a well-known culture of the society”.Posen (1993), in his 

popular constructivism theory of nationalism, the mass army and military power, addressed 

the political, social and economic development processes that have underscored the formation 

of national identity that increases the intensity of warfare, specifically the ability of states to  

mobilize the creative energies and the spirit of self-sacrifice of soldiers. He averred that 

“nationalism is a natural tendency in individuals to identify their personal interest with that of 

a group that is too mass to meet together; to identify interest on the ground of culture shared 

by people and the feeling that this group must have a state arrangement of its own to grow”. 

Posen argued that “spirit of nationalism is a product of full preparation for war and mass 

mobilization warfare encouraged by states for the reason of making military capabilities 

better”. This he implied that “nationalism helps to garner individual commitment to make for 

active fighting in a war”. He formulated the theory that “the military and political leaderships 

have a belief that the idea of forced education by a law and usage of propaganda techniques 

can enhance commitment of people to see reason in going to war and to increase the 

willingness to sacrifice one‟s lives”.  

 The Marxist, Eric Hobsbawm in his (2012) invention of tradition viewed nationalism 

as “a technique through which the ruling power counters all the treats of social revolution 

with certainty that national loyalty is stronger than class solidarity through the joining of the 

working class to the existing power arrangement”. He has the assumption that “nations and 

nationalisms are a product of modernism that has been produced as a means to political and 

economic goals”. He generated a discourse on the inventions of tradition, which are “product 

of social development that is engineered to serve the interest of the people who have the most 

wealth and status in the society”. He postulated that “nationalism does not make the states 

and the states do not make nationalism”. While he was alluding to the revolutionary 

occurrences in 1789 France and 1871 Germany Hobsbawm probed that“a true nationalist 

movement can occur in a nation if the needs and aspirations of an average citizen can be 

met”. He argued that “as at the time of French revolution only half of the citizen can speak 

the French language and between 12%-13% spoke it fairly” andthe example of Bismarck-ian 

unification was given by Hobsbawm as “the only historical experience that the German 

citizens had in common”.  
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Methodological Approach 

Data were collected through content analysis research method. In this method, existing 

information were collected from books, journals, magazines and the Internet. This method 

was used because it is one of the frequently used techniques in mass media research. The 

method involves objective analysis, systematic classification and qualitative description of 

the manifest content of communication according to predetermined content categories that 

are functional, manageable and pertinent to the objectives of this study. The data collected 

were subjected to scrutiny in order to ascertain their veracity and validity. After verifying and 

validating the genuineness of these materials, they were then synthesized and interpreted.     

 

Findings 

The study established the fact that it is theconstitutional right of the governance to define 

national identity for the citizens, and the media are obliged to monitor the activities of those 

in government while facilitating the nation‟sconstitutional policy on national identity and 

national integration, and to disseminate information on the outcomes of these activities to 

sensitize the populace. The Chapter II, Part I section 13 of the 1999 Nigerian constitution 

states that it shall be the duty and responsibility of al organs of government, and of all 

authorities and persons, exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers, to conform to, 

observe and apply the provisions of this chapter of the constitution.The section 22 of the 

same Chapter of the Nigerian constitution obliged the mass media to be free at all times to 

uphold the fundamental objectives contained in the constitution and uphold the responsibility 

and accountability of the government to the people while section 23 of the same constitution 

specified that the national ethos shall be discipline, integrity, dignity of labour, social justice, 

religious tolerance and self –reliance and patriotism,and section24 of the same constitution 

encouraged the citizens to abide by this constitution by respecting and identifying with the 

national flag, the national anthem, the national pledge, and legitimate authorities as 

prerequisite for national identity. 

 It is apposite to state here that the Nigerian media are supposed to be known for 

professionalism and patriotism, although there are some bad eggs existing in their trays. They 

have been gagged over and over again by the corrupt military and civilian regimes. Their 

duties include publishing the truth, but in recent times “any false information that gets 

published goes viral on the social media, totally out of the control of the original sender, no 

amount of corrigenda can remedy the damage done” (Popoola, 2015:97). The media have 

been so hard on bad governance in Nigeria. There is widespread corruption in the 

government.  Dishonest and illegal behaviour by the powerful people is rampant. There is 

mafia‟s corruption of public officers and the police. Nepotism has hurt the country. Unfair 

practices by powerful people of giving jobs and other favours to tribesmen is a commonplace. 

Good example of nepotism in the contemporary Nigerian governance is the act offavoritism 

that is being shown by PresidentMohammadu Buhari to his Fulani tribe. His attitude has 

proved and established his embracement of ethnic identity rather than national identity. In 

recent times, the Fulani nerdish tribe, usually having unstylish appearance, has been behaving 

awkwardly around other ethnic groups in Nigeria; killing and maiming them and this 

continued unabated while the government refused to deprecate their ugly behaviours. 

Nigeria is a geographical monstrosity that engages in monstrous depravity. The cross of road 

to its true nationalism is sectionalism. The government of Nigeria has failed in all 

ramifications to fulfill its duty in respect of the constitutional provisions; it has not been able 

to articulate the aforementioned duties it has to perform to the citizens due to bad governance 

since independence in 1960. This negligence on the part of the government has been the bane 

of several challenges facing the needed promotion of national identity and national 
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integration in Nigeria. The answer to the question of challenges that are bedeviling the 

promotion of national identity and national integration in Nigeria can be generated from the 

knowledge of how the country was amalgamated by the British colonists in 1914 and the 

style of leadership embraced since independence. 

 It is a truism that the unification of southern Nigeria and northern protectorate in 1914 

was done for economic reasons rather than for political gains. For example, at a stage “the 

Northern Nigeria protectorate had a budget deficit, and the colonial administration sought to 

use the budget surplus in southern Nigeria to offset this deficit” (Barkan, Gboyega and 

Stevens, 2001:1).  More so, the unification agenda had a lot of issues as there were arguments 

about the administration of duties on goods that landed on the coast of Lagos, which were 

carried into northern Nigeria. “And there was dispute over whether railway lines from the 

north should terminate at Lagos or should take alternative routes to the Niger River and the 

coast” (Afigbo and Falola, 2005). All these are supposed to be the beginning of perennial 

problems facing governance in Nigeria, and this sordid affair is caused by the forced 

marriage between the southern and northern Nigeria.   

The phrase: Unity in Diversity is now being used to explain a false raison d'être to the real 

heterogeneous existence of Nigerian peoples.It is a self-evident truth that Nigerian state is 

being operated under the forgetfulness that creating a strong sense of common or shared 

values is important for holding a culture together in unity.Miller‟s (2009: 91-138) argument is 

that,“Shared values can contribute to shaping national identity rather than having national 

identity shaped by ethnicity and nationality”. Odeyemi (2014:9) realized the importance of 

shared values in shaping national identity and that he reconstructed that“its absence in any 

national programme can constitute national disaster”, this is the reason why he averred that:  

The failure of various tribal groups in Nigeria tonegotiate their unification is the root cause 

of many tribal wrangling and agitations of ethnic groups over marginalization and nepotism 

 

 However, the negative aspect of national identity can be explained from the point of 

view of a person being chauvinistic: this is a situation in which a person believes that his/her 

ethnic group is better than any other. It is the extreme situation in which a person is trying to 

express the superiority of his or her ethnic identity without extreme loyalty towards his or her 

country.  This is the bane of many social challenges that have arisen from the issue of 

nationality in many countries of the world. The other challenges include ethnic identity, 

migration, globalization and religion. A country like Nigeria is a typical example. It has 

multiple ethnic groupings that are causing ethno-national conflicts. For instance, ethno-

national conflicts have been occurring in Nigeria because of struggles for leadership and 

governance among different nationalities. It has become fashionable in Nigeria for any ethnic 

nationality that holds power to try to impose policies and framework that support his or her 

ethnic group. Noticeably, as the migration of kindred tribes of the Fulani into Nigeria 

increased the problems of national identity construction and accommodation have also 

increased.  

 It is apposite to state that a migration problem can be managed if a country adopts the 

policy of migrants‟ inclusivity thereby encouraging the foreigners to develop a sense of 

belonging to the country, but this policy might be very difficult to implement in the face of 

hostility from such migratingkindred tribes. A good example can be drawn from Nigerian 

situation judging from the attitude of migrating Fulani herdsmen who are recently infiltrating 

every nook and cranny of the country. In fact, Nigeria as a nation is becoming less inclusive 

as there have been oppositions to the recent wave of immigration influx of these Fulani 

herdsmen from neighboring countries. These immigrants have been seen negatively by other 

ethnic nationalities in Nigeria as unwelcome and abusive guests.  
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 One can fathom out the reasons for the interethnic jostling for the resource control in 

Nigeria‟s heterogeneity setting. This is consequent upon its pluralistic and multi-cultural 

nature. The multi religiosity of Nigeria is another issue of note in the discourse of national 

identity. This is an aspect that is dangerously affecting the national identity formation. 

Nigeria is in a situation where religion of some states in the northern part forbids the drinking 

of alcohol. Some restaurants have a license to serve alcohol, but they have been banned based 

on doctrines of some religious sects and this has caused friction between two or more ethnic 

groups in the northern part of the country several times.  

It is noticeable that religion and nationality have been at odds with one another in Nigerian 

polity. The disparity in the two concepts is largely the case for Nigerian ethno-cultural 

system, but for their universal appeal. However, religion and nationality in Nigeria have been 

closely knitted. Both tension and convergence in the two areas are found in the long record of 

the Nigerian state. Although clearly genealogically, but also historical, the relationship 

between religion and nationality in Nigeria has been varied and complex, an analytic, shades 

of religious teachings in the relation has, as it has been followed, surfaced, but not without 

difficulty. For example, the introduction of Sharia law in Kaduna state towards the end of 20
th

 

century led to widespread demonstration and there was “exodus of non-indigenes from the 

North to their states of origin in February and March 2000, and the media were subsequently 

used to assure fleeing nationalities that all is well” (Ate, 2008:82).  

 Another problem that is militating against the promotion of national identity in 

Nigeria is derivable from attitudinal assumptions of leadership. The leadership arrogates 

power to itself forgetting the fact that “leaders are stewards and not owners of power 

entrusted to them by citizens…Authority is not an avenue for self-promotion, but a platform 

to serve others” (Minja, 2011:96). Then, the hegemonic leadership in Nigeria since 

independence in 1960 has been unsuccessful attempt and “the performance of Hausa/Fulani 

oligarchy has been a case of one step forward two steps backward” (Elebute, 2011:116). The 

aftermath of this oligarchy rule is the demand for power shift, which is a by-product of 

ethnicity, misrule and self-centeredness of the leaders. 

 The clout and concussion of changing media and communication on governance 

outcomes is growing in Nigeria and in other African countries. The new media technologies‟ 

activities are adding to more informed and accountable African society. Now, the content 

associated with the new media technologies is influencing the way African youth perceive 

national identity. Then, “the domain name has been playing active symbolic role from the 

angle of national identity, thereby given added luster to the comprehension of „us‟ and „them‟ 

among multi-ethnic groups” (Livingstone, and Lievrouw, (2009). The social media 

empowered-youth in Africa are now having the news-messages potentials that can make 

themdemocratically transformative. However, some other deficient and assimilated media 

and communication milieus of these new media technologies are pushing for political 

polarization, extremism and abuse. 

 

Conclusion 

The major issues advanced in this study are the following: Firstly, the words: governance and 

media were conceptualized in order to discover the body that can truly define national 

identity in a given country, using Nigeria as a case study. It is discovered that Nigeria has 

been ruled by different civilian and military governments since 1960, the year of her 

independence and while these different governments have different approaches to the 

governance of the country none was able to design a sustainable national identity programme 

for a pluralistic society as Nigeria. Media are positioned as agencies that monitor government 
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activities and that make it accountable to the citizens. In this case of using Nigeria as case in 

point, the 1999 Constitution was viewed as a drafted convention that mandated the media to 

make the government rule the citizens with justice, fairness and dignity in order to 

development a good sense of national identity among the citizens that have different cultures, 

attitudes and languages. The focus was basically on the roles of mass media and the new 

media. It was discovered that information dissemination is the major role of the new media 

and that information provided by mass media like the Internet can be opinionated, objective, 

subjective, primary and secondary to the formation of national identity among people in a 

multi-cultural environment.   

 Secondly, the study identifies the major problem confronting the promotion of 

national identity among the pluralistic society called Nigeria. It is discovered that the crisis of 

integration is a puzzling situation for Nigerians. The genesis of this problem was traced to the 

unholy marriage contracted by the British colonial masters among several unrelated ethnic 

groups in 1914.While European Nationalists such as Garibaldi and Otto Von Bismarck 

unified people that were speaking same language to establish the new for Italians and 

Germans, Lord Fredrick Lugard, the British colonialist, unified different ethnic groups to 

establish a country called Nigeria. Since the time of independence in 1960 ethnicity, 

sectarianism, religiosity and national insecurity have become prominent as the referential 

points of Nigerian politics. 

 Thirdly, the study shows that the struggles to form and developnational identity along 

religious diversity in Nigerian society seemed too difficult andthe role that religion plays 

today in Nigerian polity is that of a contrast. It is observed that “religion was a major force 

that shaped the changing map of Europe, but it was an organized, tangible religion, with a 

definable hierarchy, and even at times armies and autocrats” (Marshall, 2011). The case of 

Nigeria and most other African states is a reversal position. There are dangers, real dangers, 

in religious power to amplify grievances and to magnify nationality differences. However, it 

is a grave error on the part of governments and religious leaders in Nigeria to ignore the 

positive influence of religion on national aspirations for the future. 
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